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About This Content

A collection of Icon of Trust items including:

“Icon of Trust” - Raises everyone’s trust towards Sho
“Icon of Trust x2” - Raises everyone’s trust towards Sho (2 time use)
“Icon of Trust x4” - Raises everyone’s trust towards Sho (4 time use)

Use these items via the Setup\Items\DLC sub-menu from the Lobby.
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Title: Lost Dimension: Icon of Trust Bundle
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
FURYU Corporation
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English
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Note to myself : Don't play this kind of game at night, even if it's for a spooky atmosphere.. This is an old but amazing game. I
played it quite a few years ago.

You click to reveal a little of an item until you're pretty sure you know what it is and then you type it in. The game is good about
giving you credit. For instance, I typed in mannequin once and it was "dress form" but the game gave it to me. Or if you type in
watch instead of wrist watch, you'll still get it right. There are different types of guessing games as well. Some are blurry and get
clearer with each click. Some are twisted and go more towards their natural shape with each click. Etc. Each stage has a theme
so if you can guess that, it's much easier to figure out the object. Between stages, you'll get a "hidden object" type of room but
instead of finding items, you complete them. A chair will be missing a leg so you draw that in (just click on it and your pen does
the rest). A column will be missing or a bow on a present or half of a pair of scissors. You get the picture. As you progress
through the game, you get power ups that will help your guessing when activated. And you'll also open up bonus stages where
you can guess even MORE items if you don't get your fill in the main game.

If you like puzzle games, I wholeheartedly recommend this. It is just so much fun.. Okay, done with another chapter. To start a
huge fan of the old games and allready fell in love with this one as well.

The chapter was one of the best gamingexperiences in feelgood-gaming history. Beautiful nature, graphics, funny dialogs and
great story.

The only cons is that it's a bit linear, leaving our gameplay a bit short. Some puzzles that were good but I'd liked a bit longer
episode and a bit more open world action like in Chapter 1.

Still 8\/10. Buy it and share it!. Ok, have you ever seen the movie this is actually based off of?

No? Neither have I till after I played this game.

That being said.. this game is literally a true NES style adaptation of what a game would be if this rather hokey and terrible
movie had a game that wasn't made by Laughing Joking Numbnuts (LJN). It's almost that kind of quality if Konami decided
to♥♥♥♥♥♥one out for a quick license grab... and that is why I love it.

Honestly this game is heavily underrated but if you want a nice short platform romp whether you even care to stomach through
the movie or not then for $3 you really can't go wrong. Beat the game in a couple of hours, might revisit it sometime just
because it was just simply fun to play (might try my luck on the harder modes).

All in all, it delivers for a game you never asked for and you might find yourself loving it for that.. So I'm gonna give you my
honest review here: In my opinion, Movie Studio 16 does NOT cut it well for a video editing software. I've been using Movie
Studio since 13 came out, and I absolutely fell in love with it back then. Easier to use than Adobe, rendering times were pretty
decent, no lagging, etc. I skipped over 14 due to the negative reviews I had been seeing, but jumped straight into 15 when it first
launched. Again I fell in love with it for a long time while I was using it and was totally into it for awhile!

Then something happened in 15. I never could figure it out, but I still believe some update they released totally ruined the way it
performed on my machine. The preview video became a nuisance to use, video edits lagged like crazy, and it crashed.
CONSTANTLY. I was so disappointed because I totally planned to use 15 for as long as I could until the next release, and it
totally ruined it. For those interested, here are my current specs I use and have used for awhile now:

i7-4790K 4ghz
16GB Ram DDR4
GTX 1080 11gb Video RAM
Windows 10 Current Build
SOLID STATE EVERYTHING (3 drives, one for games\/files, one for OS\/major programs, and one for recorded videos)

These current specs work flawlessly with Adobe Premiere. I can edit without issues, no crashing, video preview ACTUALLY
previews without lag, and all is well in the world.
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FAST FORWARD to Movie Studio 16. I had some hopes that this would be the fix all for the issues I have been having in the
past. I bought the platinum version, booted it up, and continued to be hopeful. Upon writing this review I put a total of 6 hours
into the program, and about 5 of those hours were me trying to figure out why I couldn't even render the welcome video that is
graciously provided for by the developers. 40 seconds of video, and it freezes at complete random intervals while rendering
(5%, 16%, 29%, and the farthest I managed to get was 72%). If it doesn't freeze, then it just completely crashes and I cannot do
anything with it. I then tried to make my own 5 minute video to see the results of that, and low and behold the same thing
occurred! I can't even render a simple 5 minute video, with light editing at 720p 30fps, something that premiere would've
finished in a heartbeat. WHAT IS GOING ON HERE?!?!

Developers, I really really really really want to like this software like I did back when Movie Studio 13 came out. I really do. But
if I can't manage to get past the simple rendering issues I am having then how can I make my YouTube videos the way I want? I
have gone through everything, even as far as just doing a complete hard drive wipe of all Movie Studio settings and starting
from a fresh system. Nothing has prevailed, so I'm calling it quits with it. I don't really want to use Premiere, but the one thing it
has going for me is that it actually works, so until a better cheaper alternative is introduced to me, I'm sticking with it.

Rereading this review saddens me greatly. I have always loved Movie Studio and Sony Vegas Pro. But this... Just no.

Unfortunately because I have exceeded the 2 hours of playtime, I cannot refund this. So this will be the last time I am burned by
Movie Studio.. I was surprised this was published by Artifex Mundi. It's not a good Hidden Object Game. First of all, what
motivated me to make this review was during a HOG scene, I was looking for a "Bowl", but after scouring the simple scene with
no "Bowl" in sight, I used the Hint and it pointed to a "Bow (Tie)". O__O Seriously?

The Hidden Object scenarios are very simple, as if it was meant for those who have very short attention spans. This isn't that
bad, but offer little fun. Solving puzzles that show a result lag a bit at the end, as if there is a slight pause. Immersion is slightly
taken away here.

Also, the detective you're playing is a goof ball. How is an experienced detective so often so careless in what she does? "YES,
PLEASE lock me in here because I left the lights on and the door wide opened!" "Please knock me out because I just love
rushing into scenes without a care in the world!" O__O

The 'acting' of the various characters is nothing to write home to. The act of most of the characters act like robots wearing
human skin. The voice of the antagonist sounds forced and deliberate.

However, on the more positive aspects of the game, the art work is pretty vibrant and makes the ambiance believable. The idea
of the puzzles are pretty interesting, though ultimately quite simple in design.

I think the overall idea of the game is nice, but the flow feels broken and the main character is a very dumb person.. Cute book,
I love how every story has its own uniqueness to it but explains an important life lesson.. Crashes on boot, which happened
several times before it eventually launched and crashed.

Also it sends packets on port 500 (encrypted) to China Unicom (UNICOM Sichuan province network) which is unrelated to
Steam, as in the connections are separate to the Steam connections.

Update (23\/4\/2019) in response to the developers response below dated (22\/4\/2019)

Port 500 is used by ISAKMP, the IPsec key exchange protocol which VPN's use and nothing else so I don't know where your
getting "500 is a local port transferring data from one port to another", port numbers relate to the applications running which
allow connections to and from them, your application runs on port's 500,443,80. Port 500 had an inbound connection from your
app and connects to a higher level port outbound, and port 443 outbound to high level port inbound, all connections are outside
of Steam.

The problem here is you have no external privacy policy, no mention of connections to external servers to download the content
and whatever else the app is programmed\/reprogrammed to do once its through the firewall.
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You state "it doesn't do anything that Steam forbids" sure if it did Steam wouldn't know as it connects without Steams
knowledge (Steam application)

It's just all a bit sneaky if you ask me, wouldn't have been as bad if it was mentioned before the install.

Anyhow best of luck.
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Those who don't like this game probably don't understand where it's roots are and how these games were back in the day. That
being said, it is vaguely like the original. If you like the old Gold Rush game, this is totally worth the money. If you wanna see
other games like this and get a feel for it's roots, try out Police Quest, Hero's Quest, and/or Space Quest. They have the originals
on Steam as well. Perhaps seeing those games can help others get a better appreciation for Gold Rush. I feel like the graphics
give new players a false understanding of what kind of game this is. To a newcomer, they probably think this is a stupid indie
game, when in reality, it is just a polished up version of one of the best games of it's time. My best advice for newcomers is to
remember that exploring is the key. It is not a race to the finish like games today. You may have to load old save points. Save
often and make multiple save files. Try everything you can think of. You will also need to use the command lines for a few of
the required tasks. I noticed trying to get the note out of the desk is impossible via point and click.. If it moves I rip it off

Gameplay below
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQww87pf1qk. Really liking NeonCode, as a fan of narrative games and the original Blade
Runner movie. For an indie game, there is a lot of great stuff here. It's an adventure game, with first-person perspective, with
puzzle elements. Truly rough around the edges, with checkpoint savings, some flashing textures, and reused model assets, but
the graphics are really quality, with fog and lighting effects, which make up the difference. Best part is how the game really hits
the genre perfectly, in the visuals and story, more than so than even other games from bigger developers. This is a very short
game, but it is an immersive environment, so take your time exploring it. Played on ubuntu linux with radeon mesa drivers, and
impressed with the developer support in the forum fixing linux-related issues. Check it out.. tl;dr - Feels a lot like Witcher: The
Visual Novel.

The world is a bit lighter shade of grey, but still quite morally ambiguous. Like The Witcher series, the primary conflict is really
between people rather than with the monsters. It also has a very similar theme in terms of combat - a lot of investigation and
legwork beforehand to set up for the actual encounter.

The protagonist is pretty realistically part of the world, i.e. somewhat of a newbie ignorant racist that means well and tries to be
moral within his society's definition of morality. If you enjoyed the culture clash digressions in The Witcher, you'd probably
like it here. Also seems to have the same chick magnet thing going.

It's pretty short as of now and somewhat limited in choices, but if it continues as is throughout the series, it could be pretty
impressive. Note though that the prose does tend towards the purple side of the spectrum, which I find somewhat annoying.. Its
a simple fun "match the colors" style puzzle game with a cute (cute is the only word I could think of) little story. Good for a
time killer and seems like it would run on a low-end pc. $6.99 seems a little pricey so I would wait for a sale.
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